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tional work about Costello, an Australian literary figure,
who has been invited by Appleton College in the United
J. M. Coetzee, an eminent figure in postcolonial litStates to deliver its annual Gates Lectures on the topic of
erature from South Africa, has, through his novels, ex- her choice.
amined the various aspects of otherness in the context of
apartheid. In his recent novel, The Lives of Animals, CoParticularly rewarding are the relationships between
etzee expands his interest in otherness beyond anthro- philosophical and poetic discourses on animals that gradpocentric concerns regarding anti-apartheid to examine ually emerge in the course of two lectures. In her first lecanimal others through the story of Elizabeth Costello, ture, titled “The Philosopher and the Animals,” Costello
who is engaged in an investigation of the polemical is- starts with Franz Kafka’s famous story, “Report to an
sue of animal rights.
Academy,” about the super-ape Red Peter, who stands
before a learned society of humans “telling the story of
What makes this work an outstanding novel about his life–of ascent from beast to something approaching
animals is not only the subtly engineered frame of the man” (p. 18). Similarly, Costello, a passionate animal
discussion–in which the different, often conflicting views rights promoter, reports in the manner of Red Peter to her
on animals are well orchestrated–but also Coetzee’s carehuman audience, describing the merciless cruelty comful examination of the relationship between the litermitted to animals by humans. Disturbingly, she makes a
ary imagination and animal others in light of commit- direct analogy between how humans treat animals and
ment to praxis. In addition to the helpful introductory the Nazis’ treatment of Jews, arguing that we, as byessay by Amy Gutmann, the 2001 edition of Coetzee’s standers, are not unlike the people living near Treblinka
novel contains valuable critical responses to Costello’s who never inquired or expressed concern about what
fictional lectures by four real-life scholars who have writwas going on in the concentration camps. Even worse,
ten extensively about animals: Marjorie Garber, a litCostello says that the Nazis slaughtered Jews like cattle,
erary critic; Peter Singer, a moral philosopher in the implying–through the use of this ordinary simile–the exPrinceton University Center for Human Values; Wendy tent to which mass cruelty to animals is accepted as comDoniger, a religious scholar; and Barbara Smuts, a pro- monplace.
fessor of anthropology who has lived with baboons.
Costello goes on to take issue with the philosophIntriguingly, Coetzee’s novel about animal rights was ical discourse on animals from Plato through Augusoriginally presented as the 1997-98 Tanner Lectures at
tine, Aquinas, Descartes, Kant, and Thomas Nagel, arguPrinceton University as a part of its University Center for
ing that their applications of philosophical reason never
Human Values series. Instead of delivering the Tanner reached beyond humans to the animal kingdom, and
Lectures, as he had been asked to do, he presented a fic1
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“reason is the being of a certain spectrum of human
thinking” (p. 23). Therefore, as the crime committed by
the Nazis consisted of their lack of compassion with their
victims, it is other spectrums, such as sympathy and compassion, which need to be prioritized in consideration of
animal rights. Because “there are no bounds to the sympathetic imagination” (p. 35), we can even imagine our
way into the existence of animal others.

discuss whether Peter would necessarily rescue Naomi
before the family dog Max in a fire.
Wendy Doniger uses her expertise in the history of
religions to demonstrate that the issues of compassion toward animals, vegetarianism, and individual human salvation which Costello promotes are deeply rooted in nonWestern traditions such as Buddhism, Jainism, and Hinduism, to different degrees.

Costello, in her second lecture on “The Poets and the
Animals,” argues that the poetic discourses of William
Blake, D. H. Lawrence, Ted Hughes, Gary Snyder, and
Robinson Jeffers provide, unlike the other philosophical
discourses, an accessible avenue to animal presence without colonizing its otherness. In particular Costello uses
Ted Hughes’s “The Jaguar” and “The Second Glance at a
Jaguar” to demonstrate “the process called poetic invention that mingles breath and sense” (p. 53) as philosophers failed to do and argues that poetry itself is “the
record of an engagement” (p. 51) with an animal. For
the most part, the poets who can render the sympathetic
engagement with animal others lead us to imagine other
life forms from within and, therefore, she urges us to read
these poets.

The most exciting response comes from Barbara
Smuts, a professor of psychology and anthropology, who
complements Costello’s lecture with her own experience
living among baboons in the wild and the story of her
personal relationship with her dog, Safi. Smuts urges, as
Costello does, that we open our hearts to the animals and
find out what it is like to befriend a non-human being.

What is Coetzee’s ironic, multi-layered lecture really
about? What does Coetzee contribute to the ongoing
discussion on animal rights? Is it whether philosophy
or poetry is more conducive to the cause of animal rights
and to render ethical doctrine more effectively? I suspect that he wouldn’t answer the question. Even though
this book might serve to redirect the issue of animal
Amazingly the exchange of questions and answers rights in literary works neglected by many practitioners,
which follows Costello’s fictional lectures is sophisticat- Costello’s woolly emotional view on animal rights and
edly designed to nail down the polemical issues of the her sloppy reasoning agitate animal rights supporters as
well. Moreover, as a standard textbook for animal rights
animal rights movement. Issues such as the limits of hustudy, The Lives of Animals might not fit well.
manity, the danger of imposing a “Western crusade” of
animal rights on non-Western worlds, and the ethical isRegarding the failure of philosophical discourse to
sues concerning hunting are raised, but, disappointingly, bridge the gap between human and animal, Costello
Costello is unable to formulate lucid answers to these sidesteps more complex philosophical issues by ignorthorny problems.
ing the continuing philosophical tradition of sympathy,
The first of the four respondents to Coetzee’s novel, which stretches from David Hume and Adam Smith to
their twentieth-century followers, such as the environliterary critic Marjorie Garber, views The Lives of Animals
mental philosophers Arne Naess and John Baird Callias a postmodern meta-fiction and interrogates its meaning, without much success, by not answering but asking cott.[1] Furthermore, Costello’s interpretation of animal
“What does the form of these lectures displace, repress, poems by Ted Hughes is poetic and persuasive but it is
or disavow? ” “What does the emphasis on animals tell questionable whether that poetic experience itself leads
us about people? ” (p. 74), and “What, if anything, is the to the practical animal rights activism she argues for.
’value’ of literary study in today’s academy and today’s
world? ” (p. 75).

However, the very weakness of this book is also its
strength. The Lives of Animals and the four reflections
on the novel are subtly orchestrated to let the extensive
Peter Singer, who might be the central philosopher Costello is challenging, guards philosophy against exchange of views from a variety of commentators flow
Costello’s critique of reason via a fictional dialogue be- in its unpredictable course, and its Nightline style of detween her daughter Naomi and himself, as Peter, over bate will attract a larger audience. As a host and a master
Coetzee’s lecture. In Singer’s fictional tongue-in-cheek trickster, Coetzee will put the readers on the uncomfortably thought-provoking rollercoaster named The Lives of
reply, Peter reiterates the principles of the equal considAnimals.
eration of interests of all sentient creatures, adding all
animals do not necessarily have the same interests. They
2
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Overall, Coetzee’s novel provides a forum for a
Note
broader discussion of the problems involved and is an ex[1]. For an excellent philosophical survey of sympacellent choice if you want to come to grips with the curthy
between humans and animals, see John Fisher, “Takrent controversies of animal rights and its implications,
ing
Sympathy Seriously” Environmental Ethics 9 (1987):
which reach beyond the lives of nonhuman animals to
197-215.
those of humans as well.
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